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Communicated by A. P. Dempstev 
In this paper we deal with the probIem of classifying a mu&response observa- 
tion into one of two p-variate normal populations with unknown mean vectors 
and a known and common dispersion matrix. The classification procedure is 
based on two general incomplete multiresponse samples (i.e., not all responses 
are measured on each sampling unit), one from each population. We obtain the 
maximum likelihood classification rule and prove its admissibility with respect 
to a loss function of which the zero-one loss function is a special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multivariate (multiresponse) complete samples are those samples where the 
same set of characteristics (responses) are measured on each experimental unit. 
In other words, for the complete case, in the above situation, we shall have 
two normal populations (say 6, and 0,). We are given a complete sample 
from each of 8, and 8, . (Thus if the samples are of sizes 5 and ns , respectively, 
the data matrices will be of sizes (p x n,) and (p x n2), and there will be 
p(n, + n,) observations in all.) Suppose the two mean vectors are p.r and or,, 
and the common dispersion matrix is Z(p x p). Then, in the above “complete 
case”, when p1 , ps and 2 are all known, the problem of classifying an observation 
into one of the two populations was considered by Fisher (1936), Welch (1939), 
and Anderson (1958). When the populations have different but known covariance 
matrices and known mean vectors, the problem was considered by Anderson 
and Bahadur (1962). On the other hand, when a set of parameters are not 
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known, Wald (1944), Rao (1954), and Anderson (1958) suggest the use of the 
estimates obtained from the samples for the values of the unknown parameters 
in the classification rules derived in the case when the populations are fully 
specified. This includes the case when p1 and ~~ are unknown, and Z (the 
common dispersion matrix) is known. For the case of unknown means, some 
optimal properties of the maximum likelihood (m.1.) rule have been proved 
in Das Gupta (1965). In particular, he showed (for the case when 2 is known) 
that, under a certain kind of loss function, the m.1. rule is admissible. 
However, an investigator may be confronted with multiresponse data where 
measurements on all responses are not available for every experimental unit. 
Thus, a sample of size n, from 0, indicates that though 1zr experimental units 
have been observed, all responses have not necessarily been measured on 
each unit. (To avoid triviality and without loss of generality, we shall throughout 
assume that on each unit at least one response is measured.) In other words, 
the number of observations from 0, may be much less than pn, . Similar is 
the case for 0, . This constitutes a special case of what is known in the literature 
as a general incomplete multivariate model. Earlier work on incomplete models 
can be found in, for example, Trawinski (1961), Trawinski and Bargman (1964), 
Kleinbaum (1970), and Srivastava (1967, 1968). A demonstration of the relevance 
and importance of the incomplete case and that it should, in some situations, 
be preferred (by design) over the complete case was made by Srivastava and 
McDonald (1969, 1971) when they established, under realistic cost conditions, 
the optimality of the hierarchical incomplete models within the class of all 
general incomplete multiresponse models. 
In the present paper we consider the classification problem in the incomplete 
case. In particular, we assume that there are two p-variate normal populations 
0, and 0, with a common known dispersion matrix Z and unknown mean 
vectors pr and p, . Also, we are given two incomplete samples, one from each 
population. On the basis of these two samples, we obtain the ml. rule for 
classifying a future p-variate observation into one of the above two populations 
(given that it did come from one of them). Furthermore, we establish the 
admissibility of this rule under a certain loss function (of which the zero-one 
loss function is a special case). 
Incidentally, our method of proof also takes care of apparently more general 
situations. Consider, for example, the case where the mean for Oi is &b, where 
&(p x q) are unknown location parameter matricies, and b(q x 1) is a vector 
(either known or unknown). A future observation with mean [b is to be 
classified, where 5 is either 5; , or 5s . Clearly, this problem can be transformed 
to the previous one by simply putting pi = fib. Similarly, we can handle the 
situation where the mean for Oi is B& , where B(p x q) is either known or 
unknown, and &(q x 1) are unknown. 
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We may make some remarks here regarding the practical use of incomplete 
models in the classification area. (For other areas, the reader may refer to 
the papers listed at the end.) The samples from the two populations, on the 
basis of which one has to construct a classification rule, could be of two kinds. 
In the first case the nature of the sample(s), including completeness or incom- 
pleteness, may not be in the hands of the investigator to decide upon. An 
example of this kind would be the situation when the experimental units are 
skulls that have been dug out from a certain graveyard. Since these skulls 
may be partly mutilated, the choice as to which characteristic should be measured 
on a particular unit is not entirely in the hands of the investigator. (One may 
suggest that in such a situation, we should restrict ourselves to those skulls 
on which all measurements of interest can be obtained. However, clearly, 
this would in general not be very proper unless there were a rather large number 
of skulls free from any mutilation.) In the second case, the two populations 
may be available to the investigator in the sense that for any experimental 
unit he may be able to measure any particular response if he so likes. In other 
words, if he so decides, he may measure each response on every experimental 
unit. Even here, however, we conjecture that depending upon the cost of 
measuring the different responses and the nature of the dispersion matrix 2, 
an incomplete sample may in general be “better” than a complete one. By 
“better”, we mean that the classification rule provided by some incomplete 
samples may, for example, lead to a smaller probability of misclassification 
than the classification rule provided by the complete ones (given that the total 
amount of money to be spent on collecting the samples from the two populations 
is fixed.) 
2. DETAILS OF THE MODEL 
The following notation will be followed throughout the paper. We shall 
assume Z to be nonsingular. The p responses would be denoted by the integers 
1, 2 ,..., p. The set of all responses would be denoted by R, ; thus R, = { 1,2 ,..., p}. 
Notice that the set of all possible nonempty subsets of the p responses contains 
2~ - 1 (= U, say) subsets arranged in an arbitrary order starting with R, ; 
Rj (j = 1, 2,..., 2” - 1) would denote the j-th subset. Let Sij (i = 1, 2; 
j = I,..., U) be the subset of units, such that each unit comes from ei , and 
on each unit every response in the set R, is measured. Let mj (> 0) and 
nj (3 0), respectively, denote the number of units in Sij and Szj . Let Xj, and 
Yja (j = l,..., U) be the (pj x 1) vectors representing the observations on 
the ol-th units in Sri and S, , respectively. Let $ = (9+)-l CrL1 X,, , 
9j = (1zj)-l CzJ=l Yj, 9 (j = l*..., u), where X, (or vY) does not exist if mj (or nj) 
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equals zero. Thus E(Xj) = B+, , and E(vj) = BJJ., , where Bj(pj ,: p) is the 
incidence matrix of zeroes and ones corresponding to Rj . Also, let Zj (j = I,..., U) 
be the (pj x pj) principal submatrix of Z containing rows and columns 
corresponding to Ri, so that mj var&) = nj var(p,) -= .Zj == Bj C Bi’. Let X, 
denote the (p x 1) observation vector to be classified. Let E(X,) = IL,, . We 
assume that it is known that TV.,, equals either pI or p, . Let Hi (i --= I, 2) be 
the hypothesis that t+, = pi , i.e., X, comes from Oi . 
To avoid triviality, we shall assume that every response is measured on at 
least one unit. 
3. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURE 
Consider the m.1. classification procedure. This procedure states that we 
accept Hi as true if the maximum of the likelihood function of the totality 
of observations under the hypothesis Hi (maximization is done with respect 
to the unknown parameters) is greater than the maximum of this likelihood 
function under Hi, ; (i # i’, i, i’ =~: I, 2). We proceed to obtain the m.1. rule 
for our problem in a simplified form. 
The likelihood function L of all the observations can be expressed as 
L = C * exp(-3) 1 i [ 2 (Xj, - fJelj)’ JY:‘(Xj, - &j) 
j=l a=1 
+ 2 (Yj, - i*zj)’ JYyl(Yja - Pnj)] $ (xO - PO)’ z-‘(xO - kl)~~ (3.1) 
W=l 
where 
We recall here that mi or nj (j = I,..., u) equals zero if, respectively, Sri or 
Szj is empty. Let Llj and L, be the likelihood functions for Sri and Saj , 
respectively, and let Li (i = 1, 2) d enote the expression for L under Hi . 
Relationships like (a log Llj 1 a log t+) = Bj’(log Llj 1 +.,J, are obvious and 
convenient, and shall be used below. Applying simple matrix differentiation 
rules, one obtains 
(3.3) 
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where the j-th term in the sum does not exist if mi = 0. But 
Now, substituting in (3.3) and rearranging the terms, one arrives at 
(3.4) 
a log L, ___ = g mjBi(Z;lXj) + PX, - [g mj(Bj'Z;'&) + Z-l] PI . 
al% 
(3.5) 
In a similar way, we find 
The above suggests the definitions: 
Q,, = f mj(Bi'Z~93,) + Z-', ql, = f m$?j'(Z;'Xj)+ Z-l&, 
j=l j=l 
qi2 = 2 mJ3j'(C;lZ,), 
i=l 
(3.7) 
9, = i n,(Bj’z;‘Bj) + z-l, 
j=l 
Q,, = f n,(Bj’&‘Bi), 
i=l 
Using this notation, and letting fici denote the m.1. estimates of l.~ under H,‘, 
we find 
pjit zz J&?qjjn , (i, i’ = 1, 2). (3.8) 
We note here that Sii is the Fisher’s information matrix for pi under H,‘. 
This can readily be shown. 
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Let & denote the supremum of L+ under variation of p, and p, . Then we get 
+ (X, - f&l)’ Zml(X, - $11) + i $ (Yja - Bjj&l)’ zT1(yjb - Bjk21) 
j=l a=1 
- il =zl (Xj - Bj&J' zyl(Xja - Bjf&) - (X, - 622)' z-'(xO - 622) 
From (3.9) we get, after some simplification, 
-2 log 2 = 2 i mi(fi12 - iill)’ B,‘Z;lzj + % mi@.;lBj’.Z;lBj&l, 
2 j=l j=l 
Now by substituting for pii in (3.10) its value obtained from (3.8), and observing 
from (3.7) that 52,, = Sz,, + Z-l, and Sz,, = Qn,, + Z-I, we find that (3.10) 
reduces to 
-2 1+ = w2Q;h2 + aG%1 - G?Qitq22 - d1Q2;1q21> 
2 
+ 2{-&Q,,;‘%, - P3lll - .R,;,lq22)‘~-% + 42fal21~ 
= (4 + W), say. (3.11) 
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Now 
B = -&Qix%, + .c-o) + q;252i;(q21+ 2-‘X0) 
Hence 
-2 1%~ = -41Glh1 + &Q&l,, + q;3Gh12 - ~sGQ431 2 
= L = L(Z), say, (3.12) 
where Z = (x1’,..., jr; , Xs’, P’,..., v,‘J, and where u1 is the number of 
nonempty subsets Srj i’n the first sample from 0, and ua is the number of 
nonempty subsets Ssj corresponding to 0, . 
Finally we reach the m.1. classification procedure (3.13) below which tells us to 
Decide l.~, = p, if&) < 0, and p. = IL3 if&z) > 0. (3.13) 
4. ADMISSIBILITY OF THE M.L. PROCEDURE 
The factorization theorem establishes the sufficiency of the statistic Z defined 
above for the family of normal distributions we are working with, which are 
parameterized by a point $ = (I+‘, I+‘, pa’) varying in a subset of the 3p- 
dimensional Euclidean space E 39. Consequently our attention will be restricted 
to the (essentially complete) class of decision rules based on Z. 
In this section we shall prove the admissibility of the m.1. procedure described 
in (4.13) by showing that it is an a.e. unique Bayes rule. 
Let & = ((p. , P, ,h) I p. = k Z t4, & = ((PO , Irl , pz I PO = t+2 Z kl, 
and K, = {(p.,, , I+ , p,s) 1 p.s = pL1 = &La>. Our parameter space is K = K1 u K, . 
Also Ki n Ka = 4; the empty set. Also let Z&, , ps) > 0 be the loss under a 
wrong decision when p. = p.( (i = 1,2), and let the loss of a correct decision 
be zero. 
A (behavioral or mixed) decision rule+(Z) is of the form 4(Z) = l$(Z), &z(Z)], 
where &(Z) is the probability of deciding that I.+, = pi when Z is observed 
(; = 1,2). We have 0 < C,(Z) < 1, &(Z) + #a(Z) = 1. The conditional risks 
of 4(Z) are easily seen to be 
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where f(Z I P, = 1.4 is the (normal) density of Z given p.,, = pi (; 1, 2) 
and x is the (sample space) range set of Z. 
Now let us select a prior probability measure P over our parameter space 
X = K, u K, such that P = &P, + BP, , i.e., P is a convex linear combination 
of two probability measures P, and Pz which satisfy P,(K,) = I -= P,(K,). 
(Later on, the Pi will be selected in such a way that the corresponding Bayes’ 
rule will coincide with the ml. procedure. Indeed, we will take Pi to be such 
that the marginal distribution of (pi , ~1s) under Pi is the uniform distribution 
over the surface of a certain ellipsoid on which the loss Z&i , pz) is constant.) 
This leads to the (unconditional) risk R($, P) of C#J with respect to P. 
Now I?(+, P) satisfies 
Invoking Fubini’s theorem, and putting &(Z) = 1 - &(Z), we get 
2w, P) = j, 4(Pl 9 IL21 dP,(P) 
+ J:W) [j, 4(k, k)f(Z I PO = I4 dPdf-4 
- j 
Kl 
Z1(pl , k)f(Z 1 p. = rl) dP,(p)] dZ. 
The Bayes procedure $*(Z) is readily seen to be 
1, if j 4h 9 14f(Z I ILO = ~1) dp, Kl 
cl*(z) = > 
i’ 4h 7 14f(Z I ILO = 14 dP,(r) (4-3) KZ 
0, otherwise. 
We observe that 4*(Z) is uniquely defined except for a subset of x for which 
the integrals in (4.3) are equal. This subset, however, is of Lebesgue measure 
zero, and consequently has zero probability with respect to any member of 
the family of distributions we are dealing with. We conclude then that #J*(Z) 
is admissible because it is a.e. unique Bayes. 
At this stage we are going to be more specific about our choice of PI and Pz , 
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and we shall simplify d*(Z) to yield the m.1. procedure. We have 
where 
Under HI we get 
In a similar way we find that 
f(z I or, = 14 = g(z) exp(-Hk’Qdh - &c,‘q22 + k’%k - bL,‘aZ. 
(4.5) 
Substituting these simplified values off(Z 1 h = ri) in (4.3) we get 
+1*w = 1; if 1, > IS otherwise, (4.6) 
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where 
I, = 
J Uf+ T P2) exp(-Nk’QlliLl + P~‘Qz~P~ - 2j*ich - 2h’q2d UP,, Kl 
(4.7) 
I2 = 
s Z2(fll , p2) exp(-N~iQ22~2 4 ~~~~~~~~ - 21*21qz2 - 2jLl’q12) dP,W. KZ 
(4.8) 
To evaluate I1 we make the nonsingular linear (one-to-one) transformation T 
on E3” defined by 
Y= (;I = [ +? $i,ii!) = TCL, (4.9) 
where I is the (p x p) identity matrix and 0 is the (p x p) zero matrix. Let 
Qi denote the image of Ki under T, i.e., Qr = T(K,). Then we get 
where P,* is the probability measure induced from P, on Qr by T. If we also let 
we find 
where ~~(6,) is the marginal probability distribution of 6, . It is this marginal dis- 
tribution vi that we are going to specify in the following way. First, choose q* to 
be the uniform probability distribution over the sphere H,* = (6, : S,‘S, = 24) 
in E2p. Let Hl = H,* n Q1’, where Qr’ is the appropriate subset in E2p. Then 
v,*(H,) = 1, because the subset of H,* outside Qr’ is a subset of a hyperline, 
and is a null set under vr*. Now we specify vr to be the restriction of it* to Hl , 
and we choose Z:(S,) to be constant on HI , i.e., IT@,) = a, say. Then 
I1 = ae-" 
s 
esl’gl dv,(S,) = aesA esl”l dv1*(6,). 
HI s 
esl”l dv,*(6,) = ae-” EI, 
s 
H * 
I 
(4.10) 
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The equality of the first and second integrals in (4.10) is established by Hewitt 
and Stromberg (1965). According to Wald (1942), the last integral in (4.10) 
is a monotone increasing function of 
(4.11) 
By proceding as before we find that I, is a monotone increasing function of 
(q&..Q;~qaa + q&J&&J. This and (4.6) lead us to find 
QI*G) = I:, if s&kl,, + shP&l,, > &Q&l,, + q;,J&%,, otherwise. 
(4.12) 
The procedure defined in (4.12) is the same as the m.1. procedure defined in 
(3.14) which proves the admissibility of the latter. 
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